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UControl Number 1-2 
II 
UDate of Session 17Dec86 
H 

UDate of Report. 17Dec86 
H 

IISession Number CRV-04 
n 
USource Identifier: RV-021 

1. (S/NF/SK) Tasking: See original t.asking data, attached. 
Monit.or biased by previous source reporting as well as ops officer's 
comment.s (ref. CRV-03 Tasking notes). 

2. (S/NF/SK) Session: Several S6 t.ools were utilized in assessing 
the site, however, source cont.inued to perceive the scenario described 
below. Monit.or has enough experience with RV-021 to say, wit.h a good 
degree of confidence, that. source's dat.a is probably not. AOL. This is 
not. t.o say t.hat data is guarant.eed relevant t.o the assigned target. 

3. (S/NF/SK) Summary: Site involves a large, older building in a 
populated area. Access to t.his building is limited. 

[St.ory line: An older man,~~s~~r~a-'t-e-r--e--x-e-c-u~t-~-, is 
forcibly removed from a vehicle outside a building. This man was a key 
figure in important negotiat.ions and possesses a great deal of _ 
information, the content. of which could be ext.remely damaging, could ~'./ ~)) 
reveal t.rue mot.ives and proposed actions. A cover-up is engineered t.o(/t~ss" 
explain the person's disappearance. ~ource perceives that. a press --
c9nferel1~_~es place in 'the building, described above, during which 

r; Qme informat.i~ relat.ing to this incident is released.] (Whew 0 
4. (S/NF/SK) Feedback: Source was informed that monitor knew 

nothing about. this site. 
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The Black Vault
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document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com
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